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Lumina College is a Christian institute of 
higher learning in Hong Kong, established in 
2015 as an intellectual hub to rally a 
dynamic, global learning community rooted 
firmly in Christian worldviews.  The talks, 
seminars, symposiums, workshops and 
international conferences organized have 
converged the talents of Christian scholars 
and speakers from regions as diverse as US, 
UK, Australia, Hong Kong, Taiwan, S. Korea, 
and The Philippines.  The College has 
become a vibrant platform for 
macro-perspective as well as deep-structure 
thinking on faith and intellectual matters.

Through collaboration with well-reputed 
global Christian universities, Lumina College 
aims to provide quality Christian higher 
education that closely integrates faith with 
life and learning, and nurture future leaders 
with the mind, heart and strength to create 
culture in service to our society and country.

Calvin University is a world-class Christian 
university in Grand Rapids, Michigan. Calvin 
is ranked “#1 in the Midwest” among 
regional colleges by the US News and World 
Report in 2018.  The college fosters 
scholarship that creates new knowledge, 
that performs creative work, and that 
sustains natural and cultural resources.  A 
Calvin education, marked by scholarly 
engagement with enduring questions and 
emerging concerns, prepares students to 
answer God’s call to live and serve in God’s 
world.

Since 1876, Calvin University has been 
bringing up students who live into Christ’s 
promise to make all things new and seek to 
meet the world’s needs in every square inch 
of creation.  At Calvin, students live out the 
motto, “My heart I offer to you Lord, promptly 
and sincerely”  and are equipped to think 
deeply, to act justly, and to live wholeheart-
edly as Christ’s agents of renewal in the 
world.  With heart and mind, students strive 
to understand what is and learn to live their 
lives in light of what can be.

Calvin UniversityLumina College

We are delighted that Lumina has 
asked Calvin to partner with them 
on offering a Master of Education 
program in Hong Kong. Both Calvin 
and Lumina share a vision of Chris-
tian education that brings together 
deep learning, Christian faith, and 
the transformative power of the 
Gospel to shape learning and trans-
form culture. We look forward with 
anticipation to see what God will do 
in Hong Kong through Lumina.

Dr. Cheryl Brandsen
Provost & Professor of Sociology 
and Social Work
Calvin University
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Information in this brochure is subject to revision by Lumina College and Calvin University without prior notice.  
This program is pending final approval from the Higher Learning Commission in the U.S.

It is a matter of discretion for individual employers to recognize any qualification to which this program may lead.

Education as foundation for social and 
cultural renewal –
Understood biblically, education is a process of 
awakening to God’s plan for His created world, 
involving the formation of one’s identity, 
character, values, and vocation in fulfilling His 
mandate to bring His kingdom on earth. 
Education leaders are agents of renewal to 
co-create with God a society and culture that 
bring hope, grace, and goodness.

Education to face challenges of the time –
Education goes beyond facts and skills to 
uphold one’s critical consciousness that sees, 
understands, and acts with due regard for truth 
rather than just knowledge, and human dignity 
rather than mere utility as dictated by 
technology so prevalent in the modern day. 
Education leaders play a key role in inspiring 
both deep and macro reflection on the human 
condition with forward-looking discernment 
and spirit.

Leadership as soul of education –
A culturally-educated elite is needed to show 
the way where society is going, set direction 
and strategies for devising systems and 
structures in education that encourage loving 
God with one’s mind and strength: to 
understand His created world and ways to 
steward and redeem it, and in the process help 
fellow humans to flourish with their gifts and 
potentials. 

Program Objectives
This Master of Education program with a 
concentration on Educational Leadership 
helps you develop the skills, knowledge 
base, and dispositions you need to become 
responsive and transformative education or 
school leaders.  Based on a Christian 
framework, the curriculum represents a 
unique blend of understanding and expertise 
in education, leadership, and organization 
management.  You can go in-depth with the 
latest theory and research, and you will also 
have space to work on projects that shape 
your learning to needs relevant to your own 
professional context.

For Whom?
For those aspiring to work in a leadership 
role at various levels or in different settings 
of education, from system leaders or senior 
administrators to heads of school or teacher 
leaders who promote the development of 
positive environments for learning and 
personal growth.

Why a Master of Education (Educational Leadership)?

Professors have ‘a desire to share 
their wealth of experiences and 
passions with the students’ and are 
‘extremely talented, interesting, 
and connected in their specific 
fields.’  Instructors are also ‘masters 
at integration of education and 
Christianity,’ making the classes at 
Calvin less about teaching the 
requisites for getting a job and 
‘more about how to continue to 
learn about the field and how 
Christianity should figure in to it’.
— The Princeton Review
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Program Overview

Awarding Institution
 
Award
 
Mode of Delivery
 
Tuition Fee (2020–21)

Application Fee
 

Calvin University, USA

Master of Education
 
Hybrid, face-to-face teaching with self-access online learning
 
US$17,591
 
HK$200 / US$25 (for overseas applicants)
 

 
Year of Establishment
 
Duration of Study
 
Medium of Instruction
 
Application Deadline
 
Start Date

 
1876
 
3 years, part-time
 
English
 
1 June 2020
 
August 2020

Tuition Fee
The tuition rate for the Master of Education program for 2020–21 is US$549 per semester hour for a 
course, US$286 per semester hour for a workshop; and the cost for completing the whole program is 
US$17,591. Tuition fee is subject to an annual review by Calvin University.

Tuition will be paid in installments before the commencement of each semester.  Students will be 
required to cover the additional cost if any course needs to be re-taken for completing the program.

Students are eligible to apply for the Extended Non-means-tested Loan Scheme under the Student 
Finance Office of the HKSAR Government.

Application Procedure

1. Complete and submit a “Student Information Form” for an initial review.  
2. Be ready to submit a copy of your Identity Card, as well as originals and copies of transcripts and 

certificates as part of the review process.  Once review is complete, pay a non-refundable 
application fee of HK$200 by crossed cheque made payable to “Lumina College Limited”.

3. Receive application instructions and code from Lumina College to officially apply for entry to the 
Master program via Calvin University’s online system.

4. Complete the online application procedure by supplying all the required information by deadline, 
1 June 2020.

Cheques can be submitted in person or by mail to:
3/F, Breakthrough Centre, 191 Woosung Street, Jordan, Kowloon, Hong Kong



Program Highlights

The program stretches your mind beyond 
classroom learning by deepening the 
knowledge and skills required for real 
institutional growth and change.  It 
places you at the cutting edge of current 
thinking and also gives you the gift  of 
space to focus intentionally on how you 
need to learn and grow, so that you can 
achieve a better integration between 
your beliefs and values and your 
professional effectiveness.

The flexible hybrid format blends 
face-to-face teaching with online delivery 
to maximize students’ learning 
experiences while catering to the work 

schedules and routines of full-time 
teachers and educators.

Experienced local faculty co-teach in the 
program with fly-in faculty from Calvin 
College to diversify students’ exposure 
while contextualizing learning with a 
balance of both global and local 
perspectives.

Students can complete the program 
part-time in three years at a comfortable 
pace and obtain Master qualifications 
from a top-ranking Christian college in 
the US at a highly affordable cost.

Program Structure

All programs in Calvin University are fully accredited by the Higher Learning
Commission in the US.

The program is offered on a part-time basis, consisting of a total of 12 courses.  Each student 
takes a course load of 3-6 credit hours in each of the three semesters in a year (fall, spring, 
summer).  The period required for completion of the program is a minimum of three years, up 
to a maximum of six years.

The program is delivered in a hybrid mode.  About two-thirds of the courses begin with 
face-to-face teaching conducted intensively over the weekend or in school holidays, followed 
further by online learning or additional face-to-face learning.  The remaining one-third are 
courses conducted online, where students engage with the learning material and interact with 
the instructor and one another on the e-learning platform via video lectures and responses, 
forum discussions, readings and short critiques, reflective exercises, various collaborative tasks 
and assignments.

Courses
1. Introduction to Graduate Studies in Education   1 credit
2. Framing Questions, Global Forces, Constraining Structures  3 credits
3. Educational Research and Evaluation    3 credits
4. Leading Educational Communities: Communication  3 credits
5. Reshaping Curriculum, Teaching, and Learning   3 credits
6. Pathways to Inclusion: Re-examining Beliefs about Learners 3 credits
7. Specialized Literature: Ethics, Law, and Policy   3 credits
8. Current Issues Workshop     2 credits
9. Introduction to Educational Leadership   3 credits
10. Professional Development and Supervision   3 credits
11. School Business Management    3 credits
12. Educational Leadership Practicum    3 credits

*Courses are not necessarily offered or taken in the above sequence.

TOTAL: 33 credits

The above program 
schedule is intended to be 
used as reference only for 
prospective students. 
Calvin University and 
Lumina College reserve 
the right to vary the 
schedule as circumstances 
may require.

Admission Requirements

1. A US-equivalent bachelor degree
2. Official transcripts from credit-awarding colleges
3. TOEFL (iBT: 80) or IELTS (6.5)
4. Two professional recommendations
5. Teacher certification preferred but not required

Course Descriptions

Introduction to Graduate Studies in Education. 
In this course, students will be provided with training in the basic tools of finding resources, reading and 
critiquing empirical literature, and academic writing. In addition, students will be introduced to the nature 
and various approaches of educational literature.

Framing Questions, Global Forces, Constraining Structures. 
This course will examine key issues surrounding the nature of a good society, the ways in which the 
global community affects education, and how schooling gets structured by politics and economics. It 
will use the faith-based frames of justice and hope in connection with shalom and the kingdom of God 
to investigate formal education in light of its political, economic, social, and religious contexts. 
Students will investigate foundational questions around teaching, learning, curriculum, and language 
as well as structural issues of social class, gender, ability, and race.



Educational Research and Evaluation. 
This course engages students further in understanding and examining the theories, methods, and 
paradigmatic frames of educational research through a biblical lens. It prepares students to read 
and critique qualitative and quantitative educational research and learn how to use data 
appropriately to support educational and organizational decision-making.

Leading Educational Communities: Communication. 
This course prepares professional educators to understand and analyze discourse as it shapes 
educational activity. Teaching and learning communications are shaped and made meaningful by 
culture, language, mode and circumstance; as well as ideology and power. The ability to analyze 
communication as discursive prepares participants to examine educational activity settings, 
assess them for equitable participation, and design them for more effective and just educational 
practice.

Reshaping Curriculum, Teaching, and Learning. 
The dynamic relationship between curriculum as content and as process, between what is to be 
learned and the instructional practices used to organize and mediate it for students, is at the 
heart of educational practice. This course focuses on the theory and practice of curriculum and 
pedagogy, examined in terms of both the perspectives that shape them and the ways in which 
they serve or fail to serve all learners. Issues addressed include the concept, purpose, and social 
context of curriculum; the historical perspectives that influence current and future directions; the 
relationship between curriculum and instruction; and the issues and practices related to 
assessment and instructional technology.

Pathways to Inclusion: Re-examining Beliefs about Learners. 
In any learning community, educators must be prepared to create a learning community that 
meets the needs of students with a variety of differences in ability, gender, sexuality, race/ethnici-
ty, language, socioeconomic status, and more. Through this course, participants will examine the 
needs of learners with differences in school contexts, and re-examine commonly held beliefs and 
practices about identity and difference with the goal of developing inclusive learning communi-
ties. The course will specifically focus on linguistic differences, language development, and 
literacy as they support or impede the inclusion of all learners in educational contexts.

Specialized Literature: Ethics, Law, and Policy. 
The purpose of this course is to provide students with the opportunity to deepen their 
understanding of their chosen area of study and to specialize their focus through an 
extended program of reading, guided by an instructor. Students will negotiate with their 
instructor a program of 2,000 pages of reading (or equivalent) in their chosen area and 
evidence of engagement with this literature through written and oral reports.

Current Issues Workshop. 
Content and coverage vary with instructor, depending on the topics of interest at the time, or 
issues that pertain to particular social or cultural contexts. Past examples include “Christian 
Education: Teaching & Learning with Technology” and “Restorative Practices: From Conflict to 
Engagement”.

Introduction to Educational Leadership. 
A study of leadership theory and practice relating to building school communities that 
promote learning for all students. This introductory course in school leadership will focus on: 
organizational and leadership theory, establishing a school mission, collaborative 
problem-solving and community building, decision-making skills and procedures, and 
personal leadership qualities. Special emphasis will be given to exploring biblical principles 
which guide Christian leaders in school settings.

Professional Development and Supervision. 
This course focuses on ways in which school leaders can structure professional development 
opportunities that promote student learning and school improvement. The course includes a 
study of adult learning theory, collaborative learning models, mentoring and coaching, formal 
and informal teacher assessment, and recruitment, induction, and retention of new teachers. 
Special emphasis will be given to biblical principles which help shape professional communi-
ties in schools.

School Business Management. 
In this course, students will study principles and methods of planning and fiscal management 
that are based on a biblical model of stewardship. Topics include the process, funding (fund 
raising, tuition and fees), budget (including risk management), and organization.

Educational Leadership Internship. 
This is an internship that allows prospective leaders to work closely with a mentor in an 
educational setting for 110 hours over a period of one or two semesters during the school year. 
Participants will examine nine critical skills of leadership and undertake activities in nine 
investigative areas.

The great writing prophets of the Bible knew how many 
ways human life had gone wrong because they knew how 
many ways human life can go right. And they dreamed of 
a time when God would put things right again — creating 
shalom — universal flourishing, wholeness, and delight.  
This is why we’re here and it’s what we’re all about: 
Educating for Shalom.
— Calvin University
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The program consists only of continuous assessments and has no final examination for 
any course.  Each course uses multiple assignments to assess students’ learning, which 
may take the form of critiques, reading reports, case studies, research papers, etc.  A 
student must obtain a grade of C+ or better in each course and maintain a cumulative 
GPA of at least 3.0 in order to earn the Master’s degree award.

Assessment


